
Installation Agreement by  Folio instruments Inc  
 
This draft agreement will need to be signed at the time of acceptance of the order and at 
scheduling of install the of the order-please review and complete at time of the order. 
 
Please review to advise if there will be any additional items 
 
Quote number:  
 
 
 
The customer acknowledges receiving a pre-installation checklist document number: 
This may include: 
 

● Electrical requirement 
● Bench space 
● Gases and regulators or chemical reagents 
● Methods 
● Miscellaneous items 

 
 
The application and performance have been reviewed by a qualified customer employee and 
the following methods have been reviewed and best fit the applications: 
(include range, detection limits, precision, matrix and sample type) 
 
 
·  
 
Please ensure you have read and understood before ordering. 
 
The customer will indicate to Folio instruments in writing when the reagents and standards are 
forecasted to be ready and the personnel are available for training. Folio instruments does not 
provide training on mixing reagents and standards or Microsoft operating system). 
 
Forecasted date: 
 

Install date 
 

The customer acknowledges that the the install will be on the following date:_________ 
 
 
 
 



Computers: 
 
If the customer is providing their computer then they will provide full access either through 
presence of IT personnel or password and meet the specifications  
 
It is recommended that the customer purchase a pre - tested computer from Folio Instruments to 
avoid further charges 
 
Folio Instruments will provide 1 hour free of charge for installation of the software and will 
charge $240.00 thereafter for computer support due to IT conflicts. 
 
Folio Instruments will provide the current configuration recommended to assist the customer in 
using their own supplied computer 
 
 
The customer will provide written confirmation of the date of which they wish the install and 
training to be scheduled 
 
The customer is responsible for ensuring any requested install dates are respected-the following 
charges apply for any changes 
 
Charges for changes 
 

1. Change to airline ticket booked  -  Additional cost 
2. Cancellation charges on hotels 
3. A charge of $1,200 will be applied to a technician who has travelled to the location and is 

not capable to perform the work due to customers change in itinerary does not include 
change in travel costs) 

4. Charges to rebook travel 
 

● Includes customer technicians that are not available, strike or utilities are not ready 
● Does not include a natural disaster hampering access to the site  

 
 

Safety  
 

The client will advise Folio of the following requirements: 
 

1. Safety glasses _____ 
2. CSA shoes  4 inch or 6 inch    ______ 
3. Lab coat  flame retardant      _______ 
4. Safety helmet _______ 
5. Alcohol or drug test _______ 



Are there any color requirements?__________________________________ 
 
 
 
Folio Instruments allocates 1 hour free of charge to any safety courses or videos required for 
entry 
 

1. 1 hour safety course required:  (Yes/No)  ___________  
2. Additional courses or tests and time required( please specify to be added to quotation at 

$ 240/hour): 
          ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

Insurance 
 

Folio Instruments carries 2 million dollars of liability insurance 
Unless otherwise indicated it will be accepted as meeting the customer's requirement 

 
 
 
Authorized signature: Print name 
 
Date: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


